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I. Executive summary
The advent of the internet has made banks and other financial institutions
reconsider their value propositions, but further shifts in the financial
landscape run deeper than the mere introduction of online banking, ecommerce or mobile payments. Decentralization has democratized
information by enabling an instant flow of any media content, value exchange,
at practically no cost.
The most radical example of taking decentralization to the next level is distributed ledger technology.
Currently, the prevalent way of transferring value in financial systems and e-commerce still relies on
clearing houses and intermediary banks. Central ledgers are also kept to record all transactions. In a
decentralized system, there may be many decentralized intermediaries keeping copies of transactions
in their own ledgers. In a distributed ledger system, there are no intermediaries, but a single
distributed ledger which is updated across the entire system as transactions take place. This is the
system of blockchain, which Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies are built on. Blockchain represents a
technology innovation that enables transparent interactions of parties on a new type of trusted and
secure network which distributes certified and auditable access to data.
The centralized banking sector has lost a lot of its former reputation - and also its efficiency, as
fee income has spiraled. For instance, since 1980 to 2017 cash in US banks has increased from 171
billion to 2.4 trillion, and the interest rates paid by banks for a 5-year Certificate of Deposit has
decreased from 12.25% to 0.27%.1 Banks use customers funds while while providing a nearly zero
interest rate and still any transactions completed by the customers are subject to numerous and
significant transaction fees, in order to support high maintenance costs and profits for shareholders.
Analysts agree that there is a place for and there is need to reduce costs in the traditional banking
sector. A recent Capgemini research2 presents, banks and fin techs are exploring blockchain
technology for cross-border payments to provide faster, inexpensive, and efficient services.
A recent study by Cambridge Judge Business School3 confirmed that customers are increasingly
adopting new forms of payments for cost efficiency reasons. The study states also that bitcoin
network is used by 86% of surveyed payment companies as main payment rail for cross-border
transactions. However, as well addressed in the literature, Bitcoin has serious problems in terms of
transaction times, scalability, and the flexibility to build smart contracts on its system.
There are hundreds of cryptocurrencies traded Worldwide with a market capitalization above fourhundred-billion USD. Still, most of this enormous amount of value is currently “non-bankable”
unless it is converted to fiat money, or to a very limited number of other tokens, which potentially
creates a loss for the whole economy.

Cash in Banks continues to rise to all-time records: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CASACBW027SBOG;
US ten year CD Interest Rates: 1984 to 2016 continue to decline to all-time records:
https://www.bankrate.com/banking/cds/historical-cd-interest-rates-1984-2016/
1

Capgemini, Top 10 Trends in Payment 2018, https://www.capgemini.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/
payments-trends_2018.pdf;
2

Cambridge Judge Business School, Global Cryptocurrency Benchmarking Study, https://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/
fileadmin/user_upload/research/centres/alternative-finance/downloads/2017-global-cryptocurrencybenchmarking-study.pdf;
3
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The Cambridge study estimates around 35 million (2013 - 8,2 million) active cryptowallets Worldwide.
Approximately one third of these wallets are active and being used by appr. 6 million people. The
whole cryptoindustry employs ca. 2000 people, which is basically negligible in statistics if it is
compared to the number of employees in the global banking sector. Considering all crypto-based
transactions only 6% are being performed between cryptocurrencies4.
There is an enormous global potential for a rapid, second cryptoeconomic boom, however there
are also numerous bottlenecks for removal beforehand.
Currently most of the already existing blockchain service providers focus, or intend to focus in the
future on particular tasks and problems, thus providing benefits and solutions to a particular
segment of the society. Ordinary users continue to remain excluded from the existing token
economy. Merchants and customers remain uninformed on the benefits, opportunities and rules of
the blockchain payment schemes. Taxation rules remain unknown for the majority of business actors
and also to citizens. Additionally, the cryptocurrency sector’s compliance to local regulatory
frameworks remained in a developing phase. As the Cambridge study estimates that only
approximately 24% of incorporated wallets hold formal government licenses and there are various
small and large exchange houses that do not even have formal governmental approvals.
These observations above and the lack of daily, or at least regular “bankable” usage of the large
crypto-capitalization clearly presents that integrated platforms are needed to support the easy,
transparent and also lawful usage of the cryptotokens. Mosaics of a crypto economy are
already in place, but these are yet to be patched and glued together in a coherent system. We
refer to this state-of-the-art as CRYPTO ECONOMY 1.0.

KORONA ECOSYSTEM TAKES THE NEXT STEP INTO CRYPTO ECONOMY 2.0.
As designed in the Korona Ecosystem, complete integrated service packages shall be provided
jointly for private and business customers. Users shall be provided with easy-to-use, transparent
and licensed platforms that fulfill their complex needs: including among others wallet
management, efficient payment technology, but also fiat exchange. Additionally, users will
receive supporting services like taxation information support, client protection, commercial
guarantees, as well as marketing or even market access support. The platform shall also provide
marketable goods and services for purchases either online, or in real stores every day. Finally, it
shall provide valuable financial benefits in form of cost and price reductions, and also in form of
rewards after either spending or accepting tokens. These features shall make Korona tokens widely
accepted and valuable.
With new technology developments which shall lower transaction times and costs, coupled with
raising the number of active private and business users, a significant new proportion of the local and
global economies will adopt cryptocurrency based payment technologies. A new, far reaching token
economy will be established once local and regional trade and sales activities can be supported. In
the newly established CRYPTO ECONOMY 2.0 therefore the focus is on new technology, and also
on new complex platforms and complete blockchain business models that make the most use of
the technology.
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Regionality – Tailor-Made Solutions
There is no universal solution for eliminating existing market bottlenecks, nor is there an universal
way to inform and support businesses and customers everywhere. Behaviors, cultures, regulations
are different in each region. As a result, tailor-made solutions are needed which focus on regional
economic and social particularities, opportunities and challenges.
As a Swiss Foundation under transparent and reliable Swiss Law, with strong European roots the
Korona Project market building activity focuses clearly on the territory of the European Union. It will
provide unique blockchain based solutions specifically for this region, though many of the services
and applications can be extended overseas. The regulatory framework in the EU is reasonable. Also,
the area is very active in developing cryptobased payment systems and connected services - though
in most cases only for partial market segments. The number of transactions grows rapidly.
Additionally, Korona Team is familiar with the regional market, culture, also with the regulatory and
financial framework. With establishing a unique new ecosystem, the Team members wish to create
value for ICO partners, but also for every European citizen and to businesses active in or connected
to this region.

A European Cryptocurrency for Real Use
Backed by a complex service system, complying with Swiss and European rules and
regulations, Korona tokens will be available widely in Europe for purchasing goods and
services. Already from the start token holders will have the opportunity to purchase goods and
services online in at least three European Member States. The initially listed service providers are
listed at www.koronacoin.com. Naturally, the list will be extended later exponentially based on
Korona’s continuous market build up activity and the extended reward systems, that are described
later in this White Paper.

Please note that this Executive summary is written solely for the good faith purpose of saving your, the readers, time, and in no
case should be understood as recommendation not to read the whole White Paper.
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II. Introducing a brand new integrated payment
framework
E-commerce sales volumes and digital payments are hitting new records worldwide, year over year.
This trend is expected to continue uninterrupted. Parallel to that, the capitalization of the crypto
economy is also setting record highs year over year. Yet still significance grows in the financial
sector, the crypto-economy remains barely connected directly to the regional or global commerce
activities and to the widely used customer targeted digital payment systems. To evolve decentralized
payment mechanism in e-commerce, and in general commerce and trading activities directly, a user
friendly, effective and regulatory compliant crypto payment frameworks and complex
ecosystems are needed.

Payment systems for e-commerce retailers
In order to provide the necessary link between e-commerce stores and cryptocurrency
payments the Korona framework will include a digital payment platform, that can be easily
integrated into any third party online store platform available to this date. The newly developed
Korona payment processor API is created with speed and security in mind. It incorporates all the
protection and safety features of the major fiat based, traditional payment systems, but it combines
with additional benefits of decentralized blockchain based systems, and naturally it performs with
Korona tokens.
8
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When equipping online stores with the Korona digital payment platform customers and stores will
benefit from the advantages of decentralized payment technologies. Transfers will be fast enough,
but costs will remain limited.
The Korona digital payment platform will provide a simple and user-friendly API.

Connecting local SME businesses to e-commerce and Korona payments
Even though e-commerce is booming, there is a significant percentage of local small- and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) that are not, or not directly connected to an e-commerce store due to a
relatively high - or rather thought-to-be high - cost, and to the lack of knowledge and information.
The Korona Ecosystem will provide a modern, freely accessible and usable webstore platform
frame, that can be accessed and used by any local business to perform e-commerce activities.
Certain initial IT support will be also provided to SME when creating their platforms. Naturally, a
Korona API will be implemented in the webstores and the only condition to use the free e-commerce
frames will be the acceptance of Korona tokens by payments.

Bringing additional values in e-commerce
While providing a free and user-friendly API to online stores, to boost the development of the cryptobased online retail market, the Korona Ecosystem will also include a new integrated e-commerce
market platform, the Korona Market. Users will find here a wide range of products and services
from third party webstores that would otherwise not accept cryptocurrency payments. The Korona
Market will function with an incorporated and automated drop shipping system, that will allow
manufacturers and wholesalers to manage the actual transfer of goods. Our drop shipping combined
with the payment management scheme will allow buyers to use Korona tokens to buy a wide range of
products and services. It will also provide merchants receivables in fiat money in case they do not
wish to accept tokens, without the involvement of third parties.
Korona Market will offer simple e-commerce services for local citizens. Additionally Korona Market
creates a way towards international markets for both smaller and larger businesses, even for
start-ups, that are not yet widely known. This will allow Korona to assist local businesses to be
competitive at an international level by removing their dependence on well-seasoned tech savvy staff,
and the necessity of hiring a team of IT professionals to develop, maintain and scale a profitable
international online presence. But further benefits will arise to users with the ability of finding better
and less expensive goods at an international level. This will eliminate hidden costs of multinational
company networks required to promote their retail, distribution and marketing efforts. Consequently,
both large and small local companies can greatly benefit from a decentralized, cryptocurrency based,
low fee marketplace.

EARLY BIRD MERCHANTS
To boost the wide acceptance of Korona token based payments, early bird merchants will have the
opportunity to participate in a special bonus program called Korona Early Bird Merchants Rewards.
Korona users will also receive User Rewards in the future in form of allocated Korona tokens.
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Bringing extra value for users with price-comparing feature
After building up the online integrated market place, the Korona Market, we will add a special price
comparison feature to enable users to compare and purchase the same, or similar products and
services cheaper - if needed from other countries, using drop shipping.
It is an international trend, but it can be clearly seen even within the European Union, that
multinational companies and/or international retailers charge clients differently for the same goods in
various countries. The same homecare products cost less in Germany than in Switzerland, or nutrition
or medical goods cost less in Poland than in Germany. In our experience the difference may reach up
to 40%. Also, for some goods temporary price actions occur in some EU Member States, while the
original prices are kept in other countries. Differences were witnessed in a range of 10-35%. Even
larger differences arise in case of global comparison, where prices may differ by 30-70%. Buyers
currently have limited information on the differences, while abilities to purchase the same goods
cheaper are also restricted.
The above stated percentage differences are colossal even after making the price calculation and
including tax as well custom fees and paying shipping costs.
The Korona Market price comparison feature will enable users to find products cheaper and order
these with drop shipping by using their Korona wallets. The price comparison system will be
integrated into the core of the decentralized marketplace, making it virtually impossible to
manipulate. Still, the final decision about the target markets will be placed in the hands of the
customer through only a few clicks.

Bringing extra value for users with lower prices and rewards
Korona token holders will be able to stock and also to use their tokens for effecting transactions and
purchasing products and services regularly. A complete network of online and real stores will be
built up where tokens will be accepted.
Token holders will gain benefits when using the system:

REDUCED TRANSACTION COSTS

ADDITIONALLY REDUCED PRICES

Transaction costs will be reduced by each payment. Consumer prices will be additionally reduced. When
The reduced costs will be indicated in the final price of building up the Ecosystem, participating shops will be
the purchased item: Token holders will simply pay less incentivized to provide additional price reductions
for the same goods, compared to others using cards and continuously and/or occasionally to Korona customers.
POS terminals for payments. Depending on the country, Similarly, to existing consumer networks, token holders
this may result in 1-4% price difference.

shall find reduced prices by ranging between additional
5-20%. In exchange, shops providing extra reductions or
occasional “price actions” will be highlighted for our
users and our token holders will receive information
on reduced prices online or on their smartphone.

10
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FREE TOKEN REWARDS

FRAUD PROTECTION

Token users will receive free token rewards. As an Protecting clients from frauds. To protect customers,
incentive, but also as reward, Korona token users will but to also provide security to e-commerce stores, a new
receive bonuses in form of Korona tokens based on their feature will be designed to safeguard not only the
The client’s
usage of the digital payment system. Yearly, 50% of the transactions, but also the deliveries.
post ICO distributed Tokens will be allocated for free payment will be transferred and safely held until the
transaction has been “validated”. The stores will have the
for our users - please see Token Distribution.
possibility to decide whether to secure the reserve in
Korona tokens or in local fiat. The validation period varies
across vendors. This proprietary process protects
clients, mitigates risks, and allows for the possibility
for a quick refund process, while holding sellers to a
high standard of conduct when dealing in Korona tokens
and selling on our platform.

LIGHTNING BASED SOLUTION
To reach a transaction speed that is used by fiat payments at cashiers or web based instant payments, but to
keep the transaction costs very limited compared to any other existing payment systems, we will implement
lightning based solution in our payment system by both e-commerce and smartphone payments.

Wallet management for online or smart devices
For individual users Korona wallets have been created, downloadable for Windows, Linux and Mac OS,
to store the public and private key which can be used to receive or spend tokens. The Korona wallet
is designed to put all users in full control of their funds at all times.
Accounts can hold and send Korona tokens, as well as Etherum. Even though Korona is a ERC20
specification token, consumption cost will be reduced with lightning based solutions.

Instant payments with smartphones in physical shops
While Korona continues to create a modern digital payment system for online webstores, it will also
provide Korona users with a fast and easy-to-use customer to business cryptocurrency payment
system that will enable accurate, timely and efficient transfers.
With 10 years of experience in digital financial transactions and payments we will develop additional
features to our “smartphone wallet management system”, enabling the users the ability to
purchase real, daily goods at real shops.
In the future, when entering a physical shop, Korona users will be able to use their smartphone wallet
management system to effect instant payments or effect token transfers. Our system in its final form
will not use POS terminals, as the POS systems unnecessarily raise transaction costs for users. Even
though POS terminals are widely reachable now, we believe that the POS mechanism is not needed in
blockchain based future payment management. We also anticipate that the use of cards will be
diminishing. Any adoptions to POS terminals in blockchain technology only serve marketing purposes
instead of real needs in a new blockchain economy.
11
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In order to receive crypto-payments, the merchants will simply place a screen (either on a
smartphone or on a tablet) with a QR code next to their cashier, and the Korona users by using the QR
code on the merchant’s screen will be able to easily effect payments for the selected goods. For the
highest possible transparency, before confirming a payment, the Korona users will be provided with
the actual exchange rate and the transaction details both in local fiat and in Korona tokens.

Introducing lightning based solutions in Korona token transfers5
The Korona Ecosystem will be equipped with the best available transfer technology.
Instant Payments. Lightning-based payments without worrying about block confirmation times.
Security is enforced by blockchain smart-contracts without creating an on-blockchain transaction for
individual payments. Payment speed measured in milliseconds to seconds.
Scalability. Capable of millions to billions of transactions per second across the network. Capacity
blows away legacy payment rails by many orders of magnitude. Attaching payment per action/click is
now possible without custodians.
Low Cost. By transacting and settling off-blockchain, the lightning based transfer solution allows for
exceptionally low fees, which allows for emerging use cases such as instant micropayments.
Cross Blockchains. Cross-chain atomic swaps can occur off-chain instantly with heterogeneous
blockchain consensus rules. So long as the chains can support the same cryptographic hash function,
it is possible to make transactions across blockchains without trust in 3rd party custodians.
Source: https://lightning.network

5

https://lightning.network
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III. Extending the Korona framework into a brand new
integrated and streamlined system - The Korona Ecosystem

Integrated business support system
In order to boost the development of a crypto based economy, certain commercial support
mechanisms shall be created for those businesses that participate in the beneficial ecosystem.
We have long-term experience in creating, building and successfully operating companies in
diversified industries worldwide. To boost the real usage of the blockchain based payment systems,
we will continue developing an integrated business support system, that is designed explicitly to
support participating businesses in the adoption of Korona blockchain based payments. The support
system includes:
- Korona business wallets
- Korona commerce platform
- Korona merchant marketing support
- Business taxation information support
- Fiat payment services
- Korona’s virtual cryptobank services
- “Volatility tempering” mechanism
The necessary approvals and/or licenses will be obtained from the competent authorities if and when
required for legal or regulatory reasons.
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Business wallets for business users
The Korona Ecosystem business users will be able to create special business wallets that have
additional features, which enable the businesses to make all benefits arising from the Korona
business support system.
To provide transparency but also to help interactions with local authorities, the business users of
Korona wallets will be able to officially register their wallets. This means that even though private
users are provided with anonymity, the companies will have the option to register and to connect their
wallets officially to the company.
Additionally, business users will have special features that will be available 0-24h online, such as:
✓

printable history of all transaction

✓

printable history of transaction exchange rates to support accounting tasks

✓

printable history of transactions in selected fiat money to support accounting tasks

✓

separate printable transaction history with other registered business users (indicating names,
addresses, tax numbers) to support inter-company crypto based payments or clearings either
within the same company group or in the global commerce between various companies

✓

possibility to request taxation information support

✓

request instant smart contracts to enter the fiat receivable service mechanism provided by
Korona Crypto Bank Services

Korona commerce platform
Initially this feature was designed for supporting contactless smartphone payments in various
physical shops. The business users of this platform will be provided with QR codes to enable
transactions, but in the near future they shall be also able to track all of their transactions with a
secure connection to their business wallets. Merchants will be able to receive all data necessary for
duly fulfilling their invoicing, VAT-payment, other taxation and accounting duties.
At a later stage, without affecting the security of the payments, APIs will be provided to external
service providers to extend the business opportunities of connecting the commerce platforms to
other information networks of the merchants. Among other benefits it will enable the creation of
token-integrated automated invoicing programs, inventory-registration programs,
consumption tracking, re-ordering systems, while it will also support the easy and friendly usage
of the Korona Ecosystem.

Korona merchant marketing support
For many merchants the participation in the Korona Ecosystem will bring additional marketing
opportunities and also the possibility to extend their markets. A special web-based marketing
support scheme will help these registered companies and all vendors that accept Korona payments
to promote their products and services.
The scheme will also help Korona token holders to find those web based and physical stores,
where Korona tokens can be used. Additionally, Korona users will also find the nearest Korona
accepting places with the help of their smartphones.
Participating in this modern technology world provides companies opportunities to raise attention to
their goods and services. The Korona management will support its business users (if requested) in
order to promote their products and services in an effective and profitable manner.
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Business taxation information support
The lack of information on taxation plays a significant role in keeping companies away from enjoying
the benefits provided by the crypto economy. Initially, starting locally, and extending services to all of
Europe, the Korona Ecosystem will provide information on the taxation related matters. Businesses
will be able to raise their questions in their own language. Answers will be prepared and presented by
internationally recognized and licensed taxation experts.
Additionally, the Korona services are and will be designed so that the participating European
enterprises receive all transaction data to be able to fulfill all of their legal and taxation related
obligations. We are aware that the information requested by the authorities may change in the future.
Therefore - in the event there is a change - we will take the necessary and possible steps to also
comply with future European regulatory requirements.

Supporting mechanism for businesses in the ecosystem, introducing the
Korona Cryptobank
As briefly mentioned earlier, currently there is a multitude of crypto currencies trading worldwide. The
market capitalization of these currencies is above four-hundred-billion USD. The majority of this
enormous amount of value is currently “non-bankable” unless it is converted. This effects
several areas of local and global economies. The lack of daily, or regular “bankable” usage of the
large crypto-capitalization clearly shows that integrated platforms are needed to support the user
friendly, efficient, transparent and lawful usage of cryptotokens.
On the other hand, one can find a traditional, centralized fiat based banking sector that has lost a lot
of its stature and efficiency, over the years. From 1980 to 2017 cash in US banks has increased from
171 billion to 2.4 trillion, and the interest rates paid by banks for a 5-year certificate of deposit has
decreased from 12.25% to 0.27%. Today, commercial banks use their customers money, while
granting the customer a nearly zero interest rate. Additionally, any transactions completed by the
customers are subject to numerous and significant transaction fees (Bank fee income), as compared
to prior years, in order to support the high maintenance of centralized systems and also the
generation of earnings for shareholders6 . The result: the fee income earned by US commercial banks
continues to rise, while efficiencies appear to diminish. Compared to already existing decentralized
technologies, traditional banks have become inefficient, more expensive and provide less of a
value proposition to their customer, compared to previous decades.

Commerce banking support for businesses
In a new, successful and widely accepted crypto ecosystem, bank-similar services shall be provided
to companies to support their daily commercial activities. Therefore, the Korona Ecosystem will,
subject to obtaining all the regulatory approvals and/or licenses from the responsible authorities,
contain cryptobank services, which shall support the commercial activities of registered businesses.
Similarly, to banks, commercial companies that intend to present the availability of adequate funding
will have the possibility to request an official certificate of wallet balance. The statements will be
available upon an online requests.
Cash in Banks continues to rise to all-time records: https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/CASACBW027SBOG;
US ten year CD Interest Rates: 1984 to 2016 continue to decline to all-time records:
https://www.bankrate.com/banking/cds/historical-cd-interest-rates-1984-2016/
US Bank fee income continues to rise to all-time records:
https://www.reuters.com/article/banks-fees-syndicatedlending/lpc-bank-fee-income-spikes-with-record-ussyndicated-lending-idUSL2N1MN15J
6
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Additionally, to support the international trade, registered businesses will be able to also request
guarantees (similarly to ordinary bank guarantees - advance payment, performance, warranty) and
also letters of credits. These clients will be able to request conditional guarantees as well. The
Korona Cryptobank will secure the adequate tokens in a security wallet and will provide the necessary
documentation according to the international market standards. Parallel with later guarantees,
providing loans for clients will be an opportunity for future business of the Korona cryptobank.

Offering receivables in fiat for connected stores
Those e-commerce stores, physical shops and service providers which are equipped with the Korona
digital payment system and are also registered business users, will be given the opportunity to
request fiat receivable services. If fiat receivable service is requested then the Korona payment
platform will deduct the Korona tokens from the Korona user’s wallet, but the business
partners will receive local fiat money to their registered bank accounts. Exchange rates will be
fixed at the transaction approval time, so neither the customer, nor the business partner will face
unexpected changes.
The efficiency and timely performance of this undertaking will be partly supported by the created
flexibility reserve mechanism, created parallel to the ICO - please see Token Distribution. Naturally,
flexibility reserve tokens shall be exchanged only for the purpose of keeping fiat or other
cryptocurrency reserves to perform services - and shall be refilled when these other reserves are
used. Reserves will be held in separate accounts and shall not be used for financing operational and
other costs.
Important: fiat receivable service is an option that shall be selected in advance. If selected, all
transactions will be covered, there will be no option to select exceptions. Fiat receivable services will
initially start in Europe with a limited number of European fiat currencies, that may later be extended
to the whole European Union and also to other major fiat currencies World-wide.

Offering receivables in fiat for business transactions
Based on the Cambridge study Europe has a very low portion in global B2B business transfers (only
14% globally) and in money transfers (only 4%) compared to other type of payments (appr. 1/3 of the
global volume). Explanation could be deduced from the advanced European banking regulations for
cross-border EUR transfers and also from the competitive and widely available “smart” money
transfer services. Still, the figures show a strong market growth potential.
The European Union is one of the leading global economies with very strong economic ties to Asia
and America. With a strong, transparent and stable Korona, with a calculable and internal cryptobank,
but also with using unique business wallets and Lightning based technology solution for transfers,
both European and non-European companies involved in international trade activities will find
their benefits in using Korona tokens for their B2B international transfers.
The Korona business wallet and the complete Ecosystem shall offer international merchants benefits
that support transparent and accounting-proof transactions for internal/external ceilings, payments. It
is also acknowledged that as the Ecosystem grows the need for fiat receivable service for
international and overseas transfers will raise. As Korona develops worldwide cooperations with
exchange houses, such mechanisms will be introduced. In current plans only a limited number of fiat
currencies will be selectable, such as USD, EUR, CNY and JPY.
The Korona Ecosystem will be equipped with an own flexibility reserve mechanism (please see token
distribution), that will be also used for fast and calculable fiat payment services towards our business
users.
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Korona early bird merchants - reward program for business users accepting
Korona tokens
This specific tool will serve to provide a unique reward system for those online stores and
physical shops that will adopt the Korona digital payment system and that will accept payments
by Korona tokens when selling their goods and services to customers.
The reward system will be used only in the early years to support the market building activity. In
the early years, during the build-up of the Korona Ecosystem and before reaching a large,
international business network, merchants will receive a reward bonus in form of Korona tokens
based on their activities and performance within the Korona system.
Therefore, early businesses in the Ecosystem will gain benefits not only from reaching additional
markets and from enjoying additional marketing opportunities, but also from receiving financial
rewards.
For this reward program a certain amount of tokens will be separated - please see Token Distribution.

Volatility tempering mechanism
We observe that many cryptocurrencies in the market, including the popular ones such as Bitcoin, are
too volatile to be used as a currency. As evidenced, the value of Bitcoin often experiences large
fluctuations rising or falling by as much as 25% on daily basis and this could reach 300% on a monthly
basis. This is why it’s very difficult for real businesses to accept this as a currency.
In the Korona token system, we have set aside 10% of the tokens for flexibility reserve mechanism
(please see token distribution). With using our reserve our volatility tempering mechanism is designed
to offer our users a mechanism to reduce short-term volatility.
We are not intending to, neither are we capable of distorting market trends, however we intend to
lower the negative effects of short term, hectic movements, that may cause potential risks and
signifiant uncertainty in the daily usage of tokens for our users. We would like to highlight and
differentiate the ICO contributors and also the later users, both private and business, who have
interests in the middle- and long term development of our Korona tokens and the connected
Ecosystem, from those speculators who wish to speculate and gain on short-term price changes.

Adopting new advanced technologies in the future
While currently ERC20 standard is our choice of technology, from the very beginning, we follow a
flexible system design methodology that allows us to adopt to new technologies that may offer even
better performances that are emerging on the horizon. One of such technologies is Hashgraph being
developed by Swirlds. This technology has the potential to significantly improve the transaction costs
with respect to Ethereum-based systems, but benchmarking analyses are still needed to confirm its
superiority. Time is still needed for the Hashgraph technology to become a matured technology for
adoption and even more, a standard. As said, we closely follow the development of Hashgraph
technology as well as other potential technologies that would further improve our system’s
performance in order to offer the best possible quality of services and quality of experience to
our business customers and system’s end-users alike.
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IV. ICO and token overview
ICO Overview
Our Team has been forged over the past 10 years by working together on several high-security, high
transaction, mission-critical systems. All of our expertise is being put to use in our current project.
Our team members have been closely monitoring Bitcoin and all the major cryptocurrencies
evolutions, from birth to current status. After analyzing a lot if ICO's in the past we have learned how
we can create more value to a token in a transparent and compliant way.
The ICO is designed on three pillars: value creation, practicability and effectiveness.

Total number of tokens: 300.000.000
Total token number has been determined in a way to serve our existing and potential client base in
the long run.

Korona token distribution:
The distribution of tokens will be the following:

Token distribution and activation during ICO:
Korona tokens will be distributed to each contributor’s Korona wallets after a contribution is received
during ICO. The distributed tokens will be activated after successful KYC procedure. For proof of
concept some products and services in Central-Europe will be instantly available in exchange of these
tokens - for more information please see updated information on the Korona website
(www.koronacoin.com).
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Bonuses for contributors during the ICO phase:
Tokens will be distributed using the below bonus system:
The concept of the bonus system is formed in a way to give as much bonus as possible and not
hurting the future business model and its operations. The ICO token distribution will have the
following stages:

Bounty Program
We de appreciate the support in spreading information on the Korona framework and the future
Korona Ecosystem. As part of Korona’s marketing campaign, this special bonus reward is given to
those that support us in our mission by sharing information and to those, who register preliminary for
the ICO. Specific details are provided in the separate Bounty Program on our website.

ICO TIMETABLE AND DATA
ICO start: 23rd April 2018.
Duration of Token Sale: 60 days.
Price of Korona token: 0,0009 ETH.
Minimum token order during ICO (per each individual order): 0,15 ETH.
Option for early termination: Yes, upon reaching the hard cap.
Maximum token number: 300.000.000 (three hundred million) if hard cap is reached.
Duration of ICO stages: 12 days maximum each.
Distribution type: Unsold tokens will be “burned” at the end of the ICO.
Further distribution: No further distribution, just what is mentioned in the white paper.
Methods of purchase: Ethereum (ETH).
Soft cap: 3.500 ETH.
Hard cap - targeted: 96.224 ETH.
Token activation: Between each ICO stage after successful KYC.
Note: Hard cap is considered reached when all ICO tokens are sold.
Restrictions: Yes, US citizens and countries with legal restrictions.
Please read Token Sale Agreement - www.koronacoin.io.
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Funds raised during ICO will be used as follows:

Project realization - content and timeline
The build-up of the complete Korona project in terms of content and timeline is depending largely on
the result of the ICO. In the event of reaching the soft cap but not reaching the hard cap, the
collected contributions shall be used for building up a partial Ecosystem with cancelling, or delaying
the realization of certain features, which are designed and listed in this White Paper.

Fund return guarantee
In the unforeseen event the soft cap cannot be reached during the ICO, all received funds, that
exceeded 0,15 ETH per order (Minimum token order), will be returned.

The flexibility reserve mechanism
Within the Korona Ecosystem certain specific services are designed, for instance such as providing
fiat receivable service for merchants and for e-commerce webstores. For performing the future
Korona cryptobank services reserve tokens will be needed.
Flexibility reserve tokens can be exchanged only for the purpose of keeping fiat or other
cryptocurrency (ETH) reserves to perform the services of the Korona Ecosystem faster and more
efficiently for the connected users. Reserves will be held in separate accounts and shall not be used
for cost financing.
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Timeline

Post ICO token Distribution
The remaining 90.000.000 Korona tokens will enter the market within 30 years on a regular yearly
basis (yearly 1% of the total token number of 300.000.000). Post ICO tokens that would exceed 2% of
the overall distributed tokens in a year will be held back till this 2% “maximum token inflation rule”
enables the distribution. The allocated post ICO tokens will partly serve as a special reward for
Korona token users (User Reward), who will simply receive additional Korona tokens for free, based
on their usage of the Korona framework and later the Ecosystem. Additionally, the yearly allocated
post ICO tokens will also serve self-sustainability goals, to cover development and operational costs
of the Korona framework and of the envisaged Korona Ecosystem.

Listing in major trading houses
Korona team is has already started negotiation on listing Korona in major cryptocurrency trading
houses. We expect the listings shall be effective within a limited period after ICO. We have the
necessary support and clear strategy to attain our plans. All users will be informed on our website of
which trading houses are listing the Korona token for trading purposes.

Token Technical Data
The Korona Token is a currency token associated with utility token features in the future, that enables
frictionless transactions of a wide range, while it functions also as a medium of exchange and a store
of value. Korona tokens can be used to purchase goods and services. The Korona Blockchain
Ecosystem Foundation is registered under the laws of Switzerland and is subject to audit under Swiss
regulations, ensuring transparency and accountability.
Korona tokens are not stocks, nor securities, or any of their equivalents. Holding Korona tokens do
not create any ownership or decision-making right in the Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation,
the Korona project or over any activities related to the Korona Ecosystem.
The Korona token is based on the decentralized Ethereum market standard smart contract ERC20
token. The standardization of this interface provides streamlined acceptance into exchange houses
for other tokens of this type, and we expect no less.
The ERC20 interface will be extended to allow for the additional functionalities needed during and
after the ICO so that Korona tokens can be bought, sold, or traded.
Korona token holders are able to keep track of their assets in multiple ways – another neat feature of
ERC20. These assets can be used across multiple platforms, this means that almost all of the wallets
which support the ether currency and ERC20 tokens also support Korona tokens by design: you are
free to choose wallet like Mist, Jaxx or MyEtherWallet or even our own Korona wallet implementation.
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V. The development team
“The future belongs to those who see possibilities before they become obvious”. John Sculley
A Proven Leader, Chief Executive Officer, Strategist and Visionary
Jean-Marc Stiegemeier
Head of Management
(Wall-street and other USA based CEO roles in financial and telecommunication sector)
The Korona development team is being led by Jean-Marc Stiegemeier, a Wall Street
executive who, as a CEO, led ten companies in global diversified industries. Mr Stiegemeier
also an inventor was employed as an engineer by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s ( NASA) Apollo 11 misson. Jean has served as the Chief Executive Officer
and Director of ten companies, operating in global diversified industries. He has led the
acquisition of five, the founding of four and the sale of eight companies. Four of those
companies were sold to Fortune 500 firms. Jeans extensive skills include; significant
financial acumen, hands on operating experience (in diversified industries and cultures),
with a successful history in complex turnarounds. Jean is a result driven CEO, with a proven
Merger and Acquisition background, with quantifiable successes in turnarounds and
strategized exits of companies. Jean is well known on Wall Street, and maintains many
excellent relationships in the “Financial Services” industry.
Education
Associate in Business. (AB)
Palm Beach Jr. College ,
Bachelor of Science, Mechanical Engineering (BSME) Florida Institute of Technology

The Real Expert at Financial Technology and Business
Dr. Tuan Trinh
Advisor
Associate Professor, Corvinus Business School
Head of Corvinus Fintech Center
MIT Certified Fintech professional and MIT Certified Cybersecurity professional
Tuan Trinh received his Ph.D. (cum laude) in Computer Science from the Budapest
University of Technology and Economics (BME) in 2005. He founded and since then has
been the Head of the Network Economics Group focusing on research, development and
consulting on disruptive technologies in the frontier between economics and network
technologies. His interests include Internet of Things, Artificial Intelligence, Big Data
Analytics and their applications in Financial Technology (FinTech).

He teaches:
Applied Game Theory, and Data Analytics courses at Budapest University of Technologies
and
Economics; Introduction to Financial Technology at Corvinus Business School (HU)
- Advanced Internet Technologies course at University of Bern Switzerland)
- Smart Cyber-Physical Systems and Robotics at University of Luxembourg (Luxembourg)
Key achievements:
- Advised the Hungarian government on auction mechanisms for spectrum auctions to
maximize revenue. Helped in designing and implementation of the 4G/LTE spectrum
auction in Hungary which brought more than 100M EUR for the Hungarian government.
- Advised the European Commission and invited speaker on Future Internet technologies,
blockchain technology, network economics, cybersecurity, privacy and protection of
personal information.
- Advised Forbes 500 technology firms and corporations on latest advances in
communication technologies.
- More than 100 scientific publications in Computer Science and Internet technologies.
He has been invited as a visiting scientist at Ericsson Research Budapest (Hungary),
British Telecom (UK), Viettel Corporation (Vietnam), Eurecom Institute (France), University
of Luxembourg (Luxembourg), University of Bern (Switzerland), ILNAS Luxembourg, ETH
Zurich (Switzerland), Oxford University (UK) among others. He is a professional member of
the ACM and an affiliate of the IEEE Computer Society.
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Our High Profile Human Intelligence at Engineering and Technology
Attila Bustya
Head of Technology Development
Attila finished Dimitrie Cantemir Economics University in Targu Mures, Romania in 2008, with a
very successful and proven diploma dissertation subject: the market penetration and spread of
LED lightning systems in households and automotive industry.
While parallel attending Mechanical Engineering at Petru Maior University at the same city, he
graduated the engineering studies in 2013.
Bustya attended to Automotive Engineering Masters degree between 2013-2015 at University of
Transylvania, Brasov, Romania.
He was engineering intern during his (2009-2010) studies at Foris Company and gained valuable
experience as a process engineer assistant. In 2010 he traveled to the United States and worked
as a technical drafter at one of Cleveland's biggest real estate related company, where he
gathered project management, negotiation and technical skills.
Next year, he successfully applied for a Patent Examiner position in the city of Rijswijk, at the
European Patent Office. Working together with retired Formula 1 engineers, aerospace engineers
and IT specialist s of the highest level, he gathered the ability to work in a multinational
environment, to work using several languages and aquiring a work ethic to the highest standards.
After succcessfully finishing his base studies in 2013, he founded Colibrilabs, a UAV development
and manufacturing company. With his startup he successfully won multiple scientific awards,
innovation contests, on an international level (Digital Hungary, Pioneers festival, Mobile IT
Conference)
In 2015 he was the co-funder of Spider Drone Security and using his expertise and experience in
the field of multirotors he designed. Furtheron with the help of his ambitious team they built a
multirotor which currently holds the world record for the longest duration RC multicopter flight .
In 2017 Spider Drone Security was listed in the 2017 Google’s New Europe 100 innovators list.
From 2017 he is the Chief Technology Officer of Swiss Message Bank, a Switzerland based
technology IT company.
Attila in the past years successfully cooperated with several Korona team members, Jean
Stiegemeier, Gabor Hajdu, Roxana Ionescu, Istvan Lőrincz and Felicia Flora Kovacs.

A Futurist not only in Heart, but also in Mind
Istvan Lorincz
Systems Engineer and Quality Assurance Manager
While holding a M.Sc. degree in Space Systems-Engineering from the Delft University of
Technology, he created and held master level courses in Concurrent Engineering, Astrodynamics,
Space Mission Design and Interplanetary Space Missions at the TU Dresden, while finishing up his
PhD in collaboration with numerous companies and organizations in the space sector like Northrop
Grumman and NASA on Innovative Space Propulsion Systems.
By working tightly together with academics, numerous research institutes and the industry alike,
he built up a significant network along the years, which include the Fraunhofer Society, DLR, ESA,
NASA, Helmholtz Association, Airbus, BMW, Adelwitz Technologiezentrum etc.
By the age of 23 he had already cooperated on many occasions with NATO on low-earth orbit
rocket systems and had written his first patent for a revolutionary interplanetary plasma rocket.
His skills are being contracted by numerous companies and institutions like the Rhea Group, ESA
(European Space Agency), CNES (French Space Agency), CSA (Canadian Space Agency), EPO
(European Patent Office), etc. He is also actively shaping the future of aerospace as an elected
member of the Nuclear & Future Flight Propulsion Technical Committee at the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics – AIAA, the U.S. representative on the International Astronautical
Federation – IAF and the International Council of the Aeronautical Sciences.
Recently featured on BBC’s “Project Greenglow” and the Discovery Channel’s “Space’s Deepest
Secrets”, István Lőrincz is a futurist not only in heart, but also in mind. His work attracted the
attention of numerous scientific research funding institutions, securing the largest research
endeavor up to this date in the field of nonconventional space propulsion technologies.
After finishing his PhD work in late 2017, he co-founded three startups, one of which secured a
government backed seed financing round to produce and distribute highly innovative subsystems
for satellites. Another of his startups is currently revolutionizing the research and development
industry by solving numerous problems presently dominant in this sector, from false published
data to government funding optimization and control. The plan for implementation of the platform
in several European countries is in its final stages.
István speaks fluent Hungarian, English, German, Romanian, Dutch and started his Japanese
language studies just recently.
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A Deliberate Thinker and Straightforward Communicator
Gabor Hajdu
Legal Consultant and Compliance Advisor
Gabor finished Law University in Bucharest Romania in 1999.
He was practicing as a lawyer in Harghita Bar Association from 2000 to 2012, during which period
he gained valuable experience in trial preparation, defending court cases in civil and penal cases
and also in contract negotiations while assisting as outside counsel companies and businesses.
From 2002 is member and president of the Association of Hungarian Lawyers in Romania, an
organization which proposed to itself to promote professional coaching and cooperation amongst
law practitioners.
Beside the legal activities, he was always preoccupied with the community service, and was a
councilor in the local administration from 2004 to 2012 and as such he promoted the public
interest in the governing bodies.
Also from 2008 to 2012 he was president of the Territorial Authority of Public Order of Harghita
County in Romania, an institutional body functioning beside the County and the County Police
Inspectorate representing and promoting the public interest of the community for the scope of
insuring a safe and secure public climate. With the scope of raising the efficiency of the police
activity the Territorial Authority of Public Order under his administration tended to grievances of
the citizens and had the scope of raising the efficiency of the police,
In 2012 went into business consultancy and successfully participated in development of several
large successful investments in the field of renewable energies. He participated in the Spider
Drone Security SRL which set the 2015 world record for longest duration RC multicopter flight
and which was included in the 2017 Google’s New Europe 100 innovators list.
Gabor in the past years successfully cooperated with several Korona team members, Jean
Stiegemeier, Attila Bustya, Roxana Ionescu and Istvan Lőrincz and he believes that teamwork is
the key tool for real success.

The Software Expert
Zsolt Kolumban
Head of Software Development/Security
Zsolt has been running succesfully his developer team and has been involved in several software
development
for more than 15 years. His team focused mainly at the online gaming section that included a multiplayer
online poker as follows:
- Real money and play-for-fun modes
- Single and multi-table tournaments
- Well-tested stable platform (over 200.000.000 dealt hands)
- Integrated online payment system with millions of succesful real money
transactions,
- Secure SSL-encrypted connections,
- No storing of sensitive data (e.g. credit card numbers)
- Automatic backups
- Access restriction by IP for administration panel
Their developed platform was used sucessfully in the past by many significant online gaming
companies like:
-Cryptologic (CRY) listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange (CRY) in 1998 and on the NASDAQ
(CRYP) in 2000.
-RoyalCenter LTd Malta
-B3W Ltd Malta
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The Sales Expert and Problem Solver
Robert Balazs
Head of Market Development
Robert has excellent communication skills and I has the ability and experience to relate to a wide
range of people. He always enjoys learning new things, and is capable to work very well under
pressure.
He speaks fluent English, Romanian, Hungarian. His interests include IT and Web technologies and
gadgets.
2016 - present Commercial Territory Manager for Hungary
- Responsible for all the cloud applications within ERP, HCM CX tier for the Hungarian market;
- Support companies to overcome traditional On-premises limitations with Cloud solutions;
- Offering companies solutions for quality improvements and increased visibility for their business;
- Provide solutions for easily implementing the changes and process modifications based on the
company growth.
- Developing and implementing comprehensive strategy that maximizes opportunities across a
subset of products, product lines or services directly or via partners to small-and medium sized
accounts;
- Involving our specialists from the appropriate department for presentations/demo,
implementation. - Supervise the evolution of competition and predict the development potential of
the area;
- Reaching and overachieving the targets and goals set for the allocated area quarterly;
- Increasing business opportunities through various routes to market;
- Accurately forecasting annual, quarterly and monthly revenue streams;
- Coordinates proper company resources to ensure efficient and stable sales results;
- Keeping up to date with products and competitors.
Education:
Master of Business Administration
Babes-Bolyai University - Faculty Of Business, Cluj - Napoca (Romania)
Economic, specialized in Business IT
Bogdan-Voda University - Faculty Of Management, Cluj - Napoca (Romania)

Strong Personality and Creative Mind
Felicia Flora Kovacs
Head of Marketing
(Argus Productions; Budapest - New York)
The Argus Productions 1993 –
Felicia is one of the first truly succesful private entrepreneur woman in Hungary who started her
own business at the age of 23 when established her own creative film production company Argus
Productions in 1993 and has been running it since.
In the last 25 years her career traveled through all fields of both the local and international
advertising industry including all major significant global clients from McDonalds through Coca
Cola to Samsung and many more.
She represents a generation of a hard worker self made entrepreneur who has the maximum ability
to lead the crowd and work in a very disciplined structure for the highest quality results
demanding the same values from her own team. She speaks fluent English and conversational
German in addition to Hungarian.
She also started a New York representation for her own business in 2002 and lived in New York for
almost 10 years where she participated in multiple creative projects including art and
advertisement campaigns.
She worked with several award winner directors and cinematographers, art directors globally.
Her character is open to all the latest technological changes of the industry that reflects in her
latest work activities too.
In the last five years she focused more on content generation and beside classical TV ads she
became a professional consultant for new creative and marketing approaches.
Felicia has a successful work history with many Korona members and successfully participated
with Jean Stiegemeier, Attila Bustya and Robert Balázs when launching the new message
application platform of
Swiss Message Bank for what she produced several contents completed in New York just recently.
She is a creative mind that combines abilities in different art fields from music through creative
vision and is brave to use all her artistic instincts and impressions in the latest trend
communication platforms and marketing strategies.
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The Goal Oriented Team player
Roxana Ionescu
Program Coordinator
Roxana started working with this team years ago, when they developed projects in the green
energy, consumer goods and latest in the UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) fields.
Prior to these she was a high level real-estate (international developer) expert. Roxana speaks
fluently seven languages, Hungarian, Romanian, English, Spanish, Italian, French, German.
She is characterized by a strong character, assertive and strong-willed, team player, goaloriented, and last but not least funny.
January 2013 - present Development Manager
Identify trendsetter ideas by researching industry and related events, publications, and
announcements; tracking individual contributors and their accomplishments;
Locating and/ or proposing potential business deals by contacting potential partners; discovering
and exploring opportunities;
Screening potential business deals by analyzing market strategies, deal requirements, potential,
and financials; evaluating options; resolving internal priorities recommending equity investments.
Present and negotiate agreements with clients; Ensure that terms of agreements are fulfilled at all
times; improve these
Agreements;
Developing negotiation strategies and improve positions with state institutions or private
companies, improve strategies and operations with these, estimate their needs; Close new
business deals by coordinating requirements; developing and negotiating contracts; integrating
contract requirements with business operations both private and state sectors;
Protecting organization's value by keeping information confidential;
Update job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities; reading professional
publications; maintaining personal networks; participating in professional organizations;
Exploring opportunities to add value to job accomplishments.
Education:
2001 – graduate at Universitatea Hyperion Bucuresti - Colegiul de Administratie Publica si
Birotica
2002 – 2005 – Universitatea Romano Americana - Facultatea de Drept (frozen studies in 3rd
year)
1997 – Graduate at “Octavian Goga” Theoretic High-school– Miercurea Ciuc

An Initiative Management Strategist
Laszlo Simon
Financial Adviser
(Management, International affairs, Investors (Europe).
After his main studies Laszlo started his career and led numerous international project and project
network developments with great success within the European Union. His strength as an
independent developer showed on various projects in the past. He used to work together with
Germany and Czech Republic based consultancies where he helped mainly developing projects like
(micro hydropower plant, new SME settlement, workflow and CRM System for SME’s) and partly in
preparing market and business analyses for companies entering the central European markets.
Since 2013 Laszlo has been responsible as a director for Project Development at Csíki Sör
manufaktúra.
His role is to lead all financial and legal tasks of developing a green field brewery project in
Sansimion, Romania.
Overall management value: above 15 million EUR.
Education:
2011 – Corvinus University, Budapest
PhD Studies ( frozen studies due to present work activity)
Doctoral School of International Relations, Global Economy subprogram Theme: Global water
management
and global governance
07/2003 Summer University of the Gustav-Stresemann-Institute, Bonn
(The European Union before the enlargement: enlargement to 25 Member States and the
Constitutional Convention).
2002 – 2003 University of Cologne
Qualification: Certificate on European Studies. Member of the COPAS/PROTEUS (Jean Monnet)
Program
with the Sciences Po University of Paris.
1997 – 2002 Budapest University of Economic Sciences and Public Administration
Qualification: Degree, Master of Economics and International Relations
Laszlo’s main interests are history, diplomacy and foreign cultures. He speaks fluent
English and German in addition to Hungarian.
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VI. Disclaimers
Please note that this document is provided for information purposes only and that under no
circumstance should it be considered an effort by the Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation to
either promote or sell stocks or securities on its platform or on any other related or associated
company’s platform. Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained herein
constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forward-looking statements or
information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or
results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such forwardlooking statements. For the avoidance of doubt, nothing contained in this white paper is or may be
relied upon as guarantee, promise, representation or undertaking as to the future performance of the
Korona token. Neither the Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation nor its foundation council and
representatives shall be liable under any law or legal theory for damages or losses of any kind related
to the use in any way of the Korona tokens or the information presented in this white paper.
Also, please note that this document is to be treated as a draft, and is subject to change once the
initial coin offering (ICO) will begin.

Korona tokens are not securities
Buyers comprehend and fully accept the fact that Korona tokens are not securities under any
circumstance, neither are they registered with any government entity as a security. Buyers
comprehend and fully accept the fact that the ownership of Korona tokens does not grant them the
right to expect or to receive proceeds, revenue, or other payments or returns arising from the
attainment, holding, administration or disposal of, the exercise of, the redemption of, or the expiry of,
any right, interest, title or benefit within the Korona platform or any other Korona Blockchain
Ecosystem Foundation property, partially or entirely.

Korona tokens are not to be considered an investment
Although, the Korona team will do its best to proceed with the project described within this white
paper and complete it at the best of its ability, unforeseen circumstances might not allow the
completion of the project in whole or in part. Korona tokens can never be considered an official or
legally binding investment of any kind and purchasing the token is done at buyer’s own risk.

Use of Korona tokens
Korona tokens cannot be used for any purposes other than as provided in this white paper, including
but not limited to, any investment, speculative or other financial purposes.

No form of warrantee of proceed or revenue provided
The purchase of Korona tokens is done at the buyer’s own risk and under no circumstances should
the buyer hold the Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation accountable for any kind of losses, as
there are no warranties that the Korona token will in fact increase in value or hold its value.
Unforeseen circumstances such as war, riot, crime, strike, or any kind of natural disaster, market
disruption, regulatory changes, or other unforeseen events or risks over and above the control of the
Korona token’s developers could, at all times, badly affect, even irreversibly so, the token’s price.

Risks associated with regulation
ICOs and blockchain-based cryptocurrencies are mostly unregulated at present. Efforts are being
made by various regulatory bodies around the world, including central banks and governments to
supervise, regulate or even restrict the cryptocurrency market. Such actions will greatly affect the
functionality and value of the Korona token as well as that of other cryptocurrencies.
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Risks associated with new technology
Korona tokens and cryptocurrency tokens in general, are a rather new and untested technology. Due to
this nature, technology-related unforeseen events may occur at any time. Buyers comprehend and fully
accept all types of related risks involved.

Ethereum related risks
Korona tokens will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain thus being dependent on it. The functionality
of the Korona tokens or the Korona platform will be severely affected should the Ethereum protocol
malfunction or fail.

Risks associated with quantum computers
Dependence on functioning software applications, computer hardware, as well as the internet implies
that the Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation can offer no assurance that a system failure would
not adversely affect the use of the Korona tokens. Despite of implementing all reasonable network
security measures, its processing center servers are vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or
electronic break-ins or other disruptions caused by third parties. Especially, the potential development
and deployment of quantum computers or any other kind of advanced types of computers in the future
may put our network security at risk. This may result in interruption, delay or suspension of services,
limiting the use and affecting the value of the Korona token.

No fund insurance provided
Any and all types of funds collected during the pre-ICO and the ICO are in no way insured. Funds may
lose their value in whole or in part without warning. There is no legal entity or insurance company,
private or public, to turn to should something go wrong with the funds provided.

Fund refunds
In the event, the crowdfunding campaign and distribution of Korona tokens is cancelled, the funds
collected by the Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation will be returned to the wallets of their
respective providers.

Minimum order
The minimum order level of Korona tokens during ICO is 0,15 ETH per each individual order. Please note
that orders not reaching the minimum level will be considered solely as sponsorship/subsidy to realising
the Korona project. Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation will appreciate the support, however it
will not issue tokens, neither will it provide fund refund in the event the crowdfunding campaign and
distribution of Korona tokens is cancelled.

Crowdfunding
Korona Blockchain Ecosystem Foundation bears no responsibility to cover any claims made by its
crowdfunding promoting/marketing associates

Restrictions
As citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of (1) the United States, (2) an embargo country, or (3) any
country or territory where transactions with digital tokens and / or digital currency are prohibited or in
any other manner restricted by applicable law, you do not have the right and you should not buy or
receive or hold Korona tokens, and you should not participate in any marketing campaign related to
Korona.

Integration
This white paper does not constitute an official agreement of any kind and the information provided
herein is for informational purposes only. Project parameters, dates, specifications provided as well as
other details, technical or not, are subject to change without prior notice. When considering
participation in the ICO, please read carefully and agree to the Token Sale Agreement, Privacy Policy
and Terms of Service - available at www.koronacoin.io.
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